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WELCOME TO BRATISLAVA
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Colleagues,
It is a great honour for me as Director-General of
Radio and Television Slovakia, RTVS, to cordially
welcome you to Bratislava for the 23rd EBU TV
Assembly. Although the “Beauty on the Danube” is
one of the youngest capitals in the world, owing to its
strategic location Bratislava has very often played a
significant role in the history of central Europe.
This is the first time the Slovak public service
broadcaster has had the opportunity to host such
an important international event under the auspices
of the European Broadcasting Union. I am extremely
pleased to have this unique opportunity, as
broadcasting in Slovakia has a very long tradition,
as shown by the recent celebrations of the 90th/60th
anniversaries of Slovak Radio and Slovak Television in
2016. And though Radio and Television Slovakia can
be deemed quite a “young” broadcaster – the result
of a merger of the two aforementioned institutions on
January 2011 – I can safely say it has bravely managed
to overcome all the obstacles and challenges it faced
on its way to becoming a successful player on the
Slovak media market.

transformation from broadcaster to distributor, to
facing difficult issues such as freedom of speech, and
answering questions on how to reach and maintain
our audience and deal with disruption in the current
global world of media. In this connection, I am very
happy and grateful that our upcoming meeting will
offer space for professional debates on all these
topics, as well as for a brief insight into EBU Members'
services.
As for the agenda, we have two busy days in front of
us and I do believe they are going to be successful and
stimulating in terms of interesting input, exchanging
know-how and fruitful discussions. On behalf of Radio
and Television Slovakia, as well as in my own name, let
me wish you a successful 23rd EBU TV Assembly and
a pleasant stay in our beautiful capital city in the heart
of Europe.
Kind regards,
Vaclav Mika
Director-General, Radio and Television Slovakia

We live in a world where technical progress and
development seem unstoppable. The phenomenon
of digital transition brings with it brand new options
and opportunities for content distribution. However,
besides taking advantage of these opportunities,
public service media must deal with numerous
issues. These range from preparing an appropriate
digital and television strategy within the demanding
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FOREWORDS
Dear Colleagues,
Time flies. A year ago, we met in Basel for a successful
joint Radio & Television Assembly, and now we
are meeting in Bratislava to focus again solely on
television media.
For the last few years – at almost every EBU assembly
– ‘digital’ would feature as a topic on the agenda.
First, the emphasis was on exploring what digital
meant for our business, and later seeing digital as a
real disruptive force. The challenge of keeping public
service media relevant, trustworthy and discoverable
for our audience is one of our main concerns.
How will our audience find our channels on new
internet-connected ‘smart’ TVs or laptops?
Many devices are screen-oriented and there are
major challenges on this front. Nowadays we
see GAFA – Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple –
experimenting and delivering new products and
services. Video content and more specifically drama
series are becoming a new battlefield. For example,
the launch of Amazon Prime this year, a new OTT
player offering SVOD and commissioning major
drama and entertainment series. In launching these
products, GAFA became a gatekeeper between our
public service media remit and audiences. Today’s
gatekeeper has the potential to develop as content
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producer, curator and provider in the future.
Digital comes with many challenges but plenty of
opportunities to reach our audiences in a different
way. It means we need to reinvent ourselves and
decide upon a strategy that will best meet audience
needs, considering how the media sector has
fundamentally changed. Television has always been
strong with audience engagement in the past; it will
continue to be in the future.
This Television Assembly is a good opportunity to
debate and exchange our thoughts on the changes
we are facing.
I look forward to being part of this conversation.
Jean Philip De Tender
Media Director, EBU

Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to our 23rd EBU TV Assembly in
Bratislava. What a great opportunity to network with
other TV executives and experts from various EBU
member corporations. I wish to warmly thank RTVS
Slovakia for hosting this Assembly on the banks of
the Danube.
Public service media is under pressure. We are facing
serious challenges concerning our funding and new
global players are coming onto the market. Digital
is a new stand for many of us and at the same time
many of our Members are struggling to cope with
the digital transition. The question is how can the
frontrunners help the rest of us to find our way in this
new digital era.
Since our last TVA in Basel it has become clear that
this most recent challenge has turned even more
threatening and visible. The fake media is eating into
the trustworthiness of responsible media, including
PSM.

the citizens' right to be informed, entertained and
enlightened in a free society.
This is why the digital transition and freedom of
speech are major issues during our Assembly. We will
also talk about why entertainment is important for
PSM. We have prominent, interesting speakers and
we will enjoy content provided by our experts groups.
This time we will also elect a new TV Committee.
We need engaged and inspired candidates who
are willing to defend the values of PSM and take
television to the next level. Together we are stronger.
Together we can do it.
I hope you will all enjoy memorable moments in
Bratislava.
Riitta Pihlajamäki
Chairwoman, EBU TV Committee, YLE

To remain indispensable, interesting and relevant in
the eyes of our audiences we must speak even louder
and more actively defend the basic PSM values:
independence, trustworthiness and diversity. We
must reach for the truth in our journalism and we
must search for new ways to contribute to society.
The PSM raison d'être is to defend democracy and
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MEDIA DEPARTMENT
The vision and mission of the EBU Media Department is to support Members with great content to reach
and connect with all audiences.

MEDIA DEPARTMENT SERVICES
AREAS OF PERFORMANCE

The EBU Media Department performs in five areas:

STRATEGY

CAMPAIGNING
& ADVOCACY

TRAINING &
CONSULTANCY

NETWORKING &
BEST PRACTICES

STRATEGY

CONTRIBUTING TO
GREAT CONTENT

NETWORKING &
BEST PRACTICES

TRAINING &
CONSULTANCY

CAMPAIGNING &
ADVOCACY

In 2017/2018, the

NewsExchange
including UGC

the Media Department

verification and

Industry Events
• Rose d'Or
• NewsXchange

Executive Training
• Executive Programme
• Alumni Meetings

World TV Day

strategic priorities for
to support Members

digital

at strategic level will

MusicExchange

Masterclasses
with a specifc focus
on new and disruptive
trends in media

Digital Radio (DAB)

Academy Training
• Train-the-trainer

Generation What
pan European Survey
with youngsters

be:
1. Digital
Transformation
2. Quality
Journalism
3. Connecting with all
audiences
4. Guarantee the
sustainability and
funding of all existing
European live events

including topical
music events
Live Events
• Eurovision Song
Contest
• Junior Eurovision
Song Contest
• Eurovision Young
Dancers
• Eurovision Young
Musicians
• Eurovision Choir of
the Year
• Vienna Philharmonic
Concerts
Children and Youth
Exchange
• Drama & Documentary
Series
• Erfurt Exchange
• Youth News
Exchange
Family Television
Exchange
• City Folk
• New Neighbours
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CONTRIBUTING TO
GREAT CONTENT

CONTENT

Member Executives
Events
• Committee meetings
• Television Assembly
• Radio Assembly
• News Assembly
• Academy Assembly
Member Creatives
Events
• Creative Forum
• Connect
• Digital Media Days
• Eurosonic
Expert Group
Meetings
Best Practice
Publications
• Collective Rights
Acquisitions
• PSM Entertainment
• Virtual Reality
• Quality Journalism
Exchange Platforms
• Showcase (video's
and digtial)
• MUSnew (music)

Implementing Open
Innovation
(with T&I)
Consultancy
Peer to Peer Reviews
and Reports

World Radio Day

Digital Terrestrial
Television (DTT)

TV WORKPLAN
OBJECTIVES

TASKS

OFFERS

Acquire rights, create rights

• Explore potential for collective 		
acquisitions
• Connect with acquisition people within
Members
• Create Best of PSM catalogue for
markets

COLLECTIONS

Creating value for Members

• Broaden range of genres, besides
children's documentaries and drama
series
• Create and implement second Solidarity
Package
• Offer professional exchange platform

CO-DEVELOPMENT

Encourage ground-breaking, distinctive
ideas

• Create pitching sessions comprising
new formats, documentaries and fiction
• Engage with Members in development,
connecting to best talent and producers
• Relaunch the Development Fund as the
Innovation Fund

CO-PRODUCTIONS

Co-produce the most ambitious
content

• Create new innovative, distinctive live
events and co-productions
• Revamp existing co-productions
• Explore new ways of co-producing
content among EBU Members

AREAS

CONTENT EXCHANGES

CONTENT CREATION

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
FORUMS

Become a creative hub for media
professionals

• Inspire, share data analytics and best
practices in specific areas
• Extend the life span and improve
logistics and experience at forums
• Create a network of bright young
high-potentials among EBU Members

EXPERT GROUPS

Making the expert groups the core
contact between EBU and Members

• Create new innovative, distinctive live
events and co-productions
• Revamp existing co-productions
• Explore new ways of co-producing
content among EBU Members
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TV COMMITTEE
A new EBU TV Committee will be elected during the Television Assembly 2017 in Bratislava.
The Chair and President are nominated by the TV Committee.
The Committee meets 4 times throughout the year.

The TV Committee oversees the operations of the EBU's TV services:
– Assisting in steering the operational and strategic direction
– Approving the strategy of the television services
– Monitoring the progress of events such as the Eurovision Song Contest
– Initiating co-production activity in all genres involving Members in all genres
– Overseeing themed programming initiatives which can benefit Members
– Proposing programme exchanges and cooperation among Members
– Supervising policies developed within the various TV Expert Groups
Since 2013 the TV Committee has held some joint meetings with the Radio Committee.

On the picture (from left to right): Jeroen Depraetere, Natalija Gorščak, Markus Sterky, Riitta Pihlajamäki, Chantal Bernheim,
Jean Philip De Tender, Caroline Sellier Dagnac, Federico Llano, Doug Whitelaw, Jan Schulte Kellinghaus
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NETWORKS & EXPERT GROUPS
IN THE TV AREA

DOCUMENTARY
Chair:
Axel Arno, SVT

SCIENCE & KNOWLEDGE
Chair:
Asta Dalman, UR

ESC
REFERENCE GROUP
Chair:
Frank-Dieter Freiling, ZDF

FICTION
Chair:
Liselott Forsman, YLE

TV COMMITTEE (2016-2017)
CONNECT STEERING
GROUP
Chair:
Vitold Grand'Henry, RTBF

Chair:
Riitta Pihlajamäki, YLE (Finland)

INTERCULTURAL &
DIVERSITY GROUP
Chair:
Daniela Drastata, HRT

Vice-Chairs:
Milan Fridrich, CT (Czech Republic)
Federico Llano, RTVE (Spain)
Doug Whitelaw, BBC (UK)
Members:
Mohamed Abdennour, SNRT (Morocco)
Chantal Bernheim, RTS (Switzerland)
Nicola Caligiore, RAI (Italy)
Dermot Horan RTE (Ireland)
Natalija Gorščak, RTVSLO (Slovenia)
Markus Sterky, SVT (Sweden)
Mathilde Michel-Lambert, FT (France)
Frans Klein, NPO (Netherlands)
Balazs Medveczky, MTV (Hungary)
Jan Schulte Kellinghaus, ARD (Germany)

ACCESS SERVICES
Chair:
Gion Linder, SSR SRG

CHILDREN & YOUTH
Chair:
Alison Stewart, BBC

MUSIC & DANCE
Chair:
Lothar Mattner, WDR

FORMAT CORE GROUP
Chair:
Grainne McAleer, RTE

DIGITAL

JESC
REFERENCE GROUP
Chair:
Ekaterina Orlova, RTR

NEWS

YOUTH NEWS
EXCHANGE
Chair:
Markus Moerchen, ZDF

RADIO

ACADEMY
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HIGHLIGHTS 2016
JUNIOR EUROVISION SONG
CONTEST

Malta hosted the 14th contest in which 17 finalists performed live.
Georgia's Mariam Mamadashvili won, marking the 3rd victory for Georgia.
The next contest will celebrate the 15th anniversary and is to be held in
Tbilisi, Georgia, on 26 November 2017.

EUROVISION YOUNG
MUSICIANS

Polish saxophonist Łukasz Dyczko won
WDR’s fine Eurovision Young Musicians in front of
the Cologne Cathedral on 3 September 2016.

VIENNA PHILHARMONIC

A new contract was signed with the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra securing access to three annual
concerts including the famous New Year’s Concert until 2022 to
41 EBU member broadcasters.

CITY FOLK: 20 YEARS

City Folk is a 25-minute documentary magazine
coproduction about modern, multicultural city
life overseen by the EBU Intercultural & Diversity Group
(EIDG). It portrays a colourful patchwork of people living
in major European cities. Since 1998 more than 550 city
people in 62 cities in 31 countries have been portrayed.

NEW SHAKESPEARE
SONGBOOK

The multiplatform coproduction New
Shakespeare Songbook commemorated 400 years
since the death of Shakespeare with an album of newly
commissioned settings of his texts.

EUROVISION SONG
CONTEST

The 62nd Eurovision Song Contest was
held in the International Exhibition Centre in Kiev
following Ukraine's victory in Stockholm with the
song 1944, written and performed by Jamala.
42 countries took part in the 2017 contest. Salvador
Sobral from Portugal won with the song 'Amar Pelos
Dois’.

NEW WRITING TALENT

WORLD TV DAY

Prix Genève will be renamed European Script Awards for the best script
by the main scriptwriter on a first or second TV series that has been
broadcast in the past 18 months. The winners will be announced at the
new Helsinki Script Festival on 1 September 2017.
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#

World TV Day is on 21 November. In partnership
with UNESCO, ACT and EGTA, World TV DAY was
marked with a dedicated clip thanking our audiences for
watching our TV content. #WELOVETV. Did you know that
people in Europe still watch an average of almost four hours of
television a day!

ROSE D’OR

Rose d’Or celebrates excellence in
entertainment content within the
industry. In 2016, a total of 11 Rose d’Or Awards
were handed out at a grand gala in Berlin.
John Cleese was honoured with the Life Time
Achievement Award.

CONNECT

Everyone in PSM involved in delivering messages
to audiences must join this innovative forum where
best practices in branding, marketing and promotion
are shared. More than 150 professionals attended the event in
Ljubljana in May.

DIGITAL MEDIA DAYS

In Lisbon on 23–25 January the EBU and RTP brought together
not only digital experts, but also experts in fiction, news, sport, big
data, young audiences, music and other fields to discuss how digital has
impacted their sectors.

ERFURT PRE-SCHOOL ITEM EXCHANGE
An exchange of short programmes or items presented and offered for
free by/to participating broadcasters on a "make one, take all" principle.
This is an opportunity for broadcasters to enrich their schedules with
input, ideas and savoir-faire from other countries and other cultures.

GENERATION WHAT?

How do young people live, love and consume
media? This transmedia format looks for answers by
combining online surveys, interactive websites, web videos,
TV documentaries, and radio and newspaper content.

CHILDREN'S DOCUMENTARY SERIES

The theme of this year's EBU Youth Documentary Exchange is I Can
Do It: Children showing courage. This is a collection of high-quality,
original, true-life documentaries for an audience of 10–12 year-olds. The stories
catch a glimpse of the diverse national cultures of Europe and the Middle East.

CHILDREN'S DRAMA SERIES

Under the Message in A Bottle theme, the EBU Children’s Drama Series is a collection*
of high-quality, original dramas for an audience of 6–9 year-olds.
The stories feature children from all social backgrounds, who play an active role in other
peoples’ lives. *Based on the principle of “make one, take all”.
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AGENDA
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
DAY 1: DIGITAL TRANSITION OF PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA
13:30-14:25 KEYNOTE: A SENSE OF DIGITAL URGENCY
By Jeroen Doucet, CEO ComingNextTV
jeroen@comingnext.tv
+31 654 62 71 24
Jeroen Doucet is Managing Director and Founder of ComingNextTV, the strategy
and concept unit of Ex Machina Group. ComingNextTV specializes in developing
multiscreen strategies and concepts, including second screen, social TV, transmedia
and VoD.
ComingNextTV is part of the Ex Machina Group, which has successfully launched
more than 50 second screen apps in 14 territories worldwide for large franchises such
as The Voice, America’s Got Talent and What Do I Know. Its customers include NBC,
RTL, TF1, Viacom and Talpa.
Prior to founding ComingNextTV, Jeroen went back and forth between television and
digital media. In 2001 he started as an executive director at Dutch public broadcaster
BNNVARA. Next he set up and ran NPO’s partnership programme that included
collaborations with RTL Group, BBC Worldwide, and Microsoft. In 2007 he started
Station10, a Dutch media consulting boutique working for clients, such as KPN, Red
Bull, Discovery and VIACOM.
Over the years, Jeroen has become an authority on digital media and television. He is
a frequent public speaker, inspiring the audience with opportunities for combining the
reach and impact of television, with the power of individual interactivity. Jeroen not
only tells you what can be done, but also shows how it has been done successfully.
Since 2014 he has been responsible for Digital Transformation Programme with the
Entertainment Master Class, the not-for-profit executive educational foundation for
the entertainment industry.

DAY 2: BUILDING TRUST IN PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA
11:00-11:30 KEYNOTE: DIVERSIFY OR DIE
By Elonka Soros, Creative Diversity Consultancy and Training
elonka@elonkasoros.co.uk
+44 7707 62 04 95
As Editor Diversity & Communities, she ran the BBC English Regions network of
specialist community programmes and editorial partnerships with Arts Council
England and the Community Media Association. Elonka left the BBC in 2016 having
spent two years working in the Director General’s office developing and delivering an
innovative Corporation-wide diversity action plan.
She is an honorary member of the EBU Intercultural & Diversity Group and has
developed her Unconscious Bias Project Europe in collaboration with colleagues from
Denmark and Holland.
Elonka is currently engaged in projects with TV companies and cultural organizations
where her expertise in the portrayal and media participation of minority communities
is helping to improve audience impact with hard-to-reach groups and service users.
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AGENDA
DAY 1 - 1 JUNE: DIGITAL TRANSITION
13:00-13:10
WELCOME 		
Riitta Pihlajamäki, EBU TV Committee chairwoman, YLE
Riitta Pihlajamäki welcomes all delegates and briefly informs them about the importance of the TV
Assembly and TV Committee.
13:10-13:30
OPENING KEYNOTE
Vaclav Mika, Director-General, RTVS Slovakia
In 2011 Slovenská televízia (Slovak Television) and Slovenský rozhlas (Slovak Radio) merged into RTVS
(Rozhlas a televízia Slovenska). With Vaclav Mika as Director-General the public broadcaster has
transformed successfully and audience figures increase every year. In this opening note, Mr Mika will
share his secrets to success and challenges in the Slovak media environment. He will address how RTVS
deals with the disruption going on in the media sector.

DIGITAL TRANSITION OF PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA
13:30-13:55
SETTING THE SCENE: TRENDS IN PSM DIGITAL TRANSITION
Alexandra Brenkman, Senior Media Analyst, MIS, EBU
The Media Intelligence Service is the market research unit of the EBU. MIS identifies issues that impact
PSM and provide our Members with reliable data, trustworthy analysis and relevant arguments to build
their case. Alexandra Brenkman will present the latest trends in European broadcasting markets and
mapping of EBU Members' approach to digital.
13:55-14:25
KEYNOTE: A SENSE OF DIGITAL URGENCY
Jeroen Doucet, CEO of ComingNextTV
Have traditional public broadcasters embraced the new digital world and do they take full advantage
of the new distribution opportunities to reach out to all their audiences? Jeroen Doucet, CEO of
ComingNextTV and digital transition manager will challenge delegates to consider their digital strategy
and their sense of digital urgency. Jeroen will help delegates discover where their organization is in the
transformation from a 1900-century nationalistic spectrum-controlling idea, to a citizen-led, network
based multiplatform publisher.
14:25-15:40
DIGITAL TRANSITION IN PSM: CASE STUDIES
Moderator: Ezra Eeman, Head of Digital, EBU
4 Members will present their latest findings in digital transformation, from broadcaster to distributor:
–
–
–
–

Petri Jauhiainen, Head of TV & Online, YLE, on YLE's new organizational structure to 		
accommodate their digital programming;
Antonella Di Lazzaro, Head of Digital, RAI, on producing content only for their digital platforms;
Andrej Dolezal, Technical Director, RTVS, Radio and Television Slovakia on their digital journey;
Muirne Laffan, Head of Digital, RTE Ireland, on digital-only content and their offer on their RTÉ
Player.

15:40-16:00
COFFEE BREAK
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EBU MATTERS: SERVICES TO THE MEMBERS & STRATEGY
16:00-16:30
WHAT SERVICES DOES EBU PROVIDE FOR MEMBERS
Jean Philip De Tender, Media Director, EBU
Jeroen Depraetere, Head of Television, EBU
Highlights, challenges and activities within EBU Media.
16:30-17:00
EBU TELEVISION STRATEGY
Jeroen Depraetere, Head of Television, EBU
Ruurd Bierman, Media Consultant
Presentation of the EBU Television Roadmap with specific attention to the outcome of the Drama
Workshops. Best practices in coproduction and exchanges will be discussed with the chairs of the
experts groups.
17:00-17:15
DIGITAL TRANSITION AND COLLABORATION: A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE EUROPE MEDIA
Magdalena Dzbik, Policy officer, Audiovisual Industry & Media Support Programmes
The European Commission will present opportunities for collaboration with the Creative Europe MEDIA
Programme and briefly address specific topics, such as subtitling and standard identifiers (ISAN and
EIDR). Broadcasters will be invited to attend discussions on the future of the MEDIA Programme,
starting at MIPCOM 2017.
17:15-17:25
ELECTION PRESENTATION
Jeroen Depraetere, Head of Television, will explain the importance of governance by the TV Committee.
Each candidate will be presented individually.
17:25-17:30
END OF THE FIRST DAY
Conclusions by a colleague.

DINNER
20:00
OFFICIAL GALA DINNER
Kindly hosted by Radio and Television Slovakia, RTVS
At 19:00 sharp a sightseeing train leaves from the Sheraton Hotel to take all delegates to dinner, showing
Bratislava's picturesque historic centre.
Dinner will be served at AuCafé Restaurant on the Danube river bank with a magnificent view of
Bratislava Castle.
At 22:00 a bus will take delegates back to Sheraton Hotel.
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AGENDA
DAY 2 - 2 JUNE: BUILDING TRUST IN PUBLIC
SERVICE MEDIA
09:00-09:10
WELCOME

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR PSM
09:10 - 09:30
WHY ENTERTAINMENT IS IMPORTANT FOR PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA
Nathalie Labourdette, Head of Academy, EBU and Jeroen Depraetere, Head of Television, EBU will
present the values of PSM Entertainment. A practical tool and information will also be provided on the
importance of Entertainment for public service media.

ELECTIONS TV COMMITTEE
09:30-10:30
TV COMMITTEE ELECTIONS
Riitta Pihlajamäki, Head of Current Affairs, YLE and Jeroen Depraetere, Head of Television, EBU will
conduct the elections of a new Committee, Chairmanship and Chair, in accordance with EBU statutes
and regulations.
10:30-11:00
COFFEE BREAK

BUILDING TRUST IN PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA
11:00-11:35
KEYNOTE: DIVERSIFY OR DIE
Elonka Soros, Creative Diversity Consultancy and Training
In this interactive session Elonka Soros will make the case for how greater diversity is key to moving
public service broadcasting from survive to thrive. She will demonstrate how unconscious bias is
locking out talent, stifling creativity and eroding audience trust. Drawing on over 20 years of journalism
practice at the BBC and her recent work with programme-makers across Europe, Elonka will share her
experiences of turning bias on its head to grow audiences and bring on the stars of the future. You will
take away some top tips for what you can do to kick-start your own audience-boosting diversity actions
before you commission the next project or hire the next crew.
11:35-12:50
BUILDING TRUST IN PUBLIC SERVICE MEDIA: CASE STUDIES
Moderator: Ruurd Bierman, Media Consultant
4 cases will discuss the challenges on building trust in public service media. Different angles will be
presented: freedom of speech, fake news, legislative initiatives by referendum, changing organizational
structures, and copyright protection. We will bring a presentation on a pan-European PSM campaign.
–
–

–
–
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Tibor Buza, TV Programme Director, RTVS Slovakia, and Milan Fridrich, TV Programme Director,
Czech Television: Collaborating across borders;
Markus Sterky, Head of Strategy, SVT, will present the SVT research project “Understanding the
non-trusters”, i.e who are the groups who think PSM is “Fake News”, “Partisan” and/or controlled
by the state, what do they have in common and why is the problem increasing. Markus will also
present SVT’s tool for analysing the combined effect of Online and Broadcast viewing;
Marek Solon-Lipiński, Head of International Relations Unit, TVP Poland, on how TVP deals with
freedom of speech and fake news;
Michelle Roverelli, Head of Communication, EBU, will present the EBU's pan-European PSM campaign on trust.

12:50-13:00
END OF THE ASSEMBLY
Riitta Pihlajamäki, Head of Current Affairs at YLE and chairwoman of the TV Committee, and Jeroen
Depraetere, Head of Television, EBU, thank everybody and invite all delegates to the next assembly in
Brussels in April 2018.
13:00-14:00
LUNCH
Kindly hosted by RTVS Slovakia.

VISIT TO DANUBIANA MUSEUM
14:00-19:00
SOCIAL PROGRAMME: BOAT EXCURSION
By boat to the peninsula of Danube River to visit the beautiful Danubiana Museum (about 60 minutes).
There will be a guided tour of the museum.
On the return journey there will be a performance of a Slovak folk band.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
VENUE
The 23rd TV Assembly will be held at:
Sheraton Bratislava Hotel (www.sheratonbratislava.com)
Pribinova 12
81109 Bratislava
Slovakia
Phone: +421 2 3535 0000
Meeting rooms: Ballroom I & II, 2nd floor.
Lunch Thursday and Friday: Brasserie d'Anjou and Winter Garden (Ground floor of the Sheraton Hotel).

WELCOME DRINK & OFFICIAL GALA DINNER
WELCOME DRINK
Wednesday 31 May – 19:30
Sheraton Bratislava Hotel
Amber's Bar
RED TRAIN & GALA DINNER
Thursday 1 June – 19:00
19:00
A red sightseeing train will take delegates from the Sheraton Bratislava Hotel and Austria Trend Hotel
through Bratislava's historic city centre to the venue of the Gala Dinner.
20:00
Dinner at AuCafé Restaurant (www.au-cafe.sk) on the Danube River bank
Tyršovo nábrežie, Bratislava
A shuttle bus will take the delegates back to their hotels after dinner.

SOCIAL PROGRAMME
FRIDAY 2 JUNE – 14:00
Visit to the Danubiana, Europe's youngest modern art museum located on the peninsula of the Danube
river.
14:00
14:15
14:30
19:00

Meeting in the Sheraton lobby
Embark at Bratislava passenger port at Fajnorovo nábrežie 2 – 5 minutes' walk from the Sheraton
Ship leaves
Return to the hotel

TRANSPORT
SHUTTLE AND TAXI FROM VIENNA AIRPORT
SHUTTLE (every 30 minutes)
Slovak Lines Company: The return ticket costs EUR 8.00 (the journey takes 60 minutes; get off at the Mlynske
Nivy Main Bus Station). You are recommended to buy the bus ticket at the airport immediately upon arrival.
http://www.slovaklines.sk
Regiojet Company: The ticket costs EUR 5.00 one way (you can get off either at the Mlynske Nivy Main Bus
Station or at the Most SNP stop in the centre). https://www.regiojet.com
Blaguss/Flixbuss Company: Tickets cost EUR 7.50 one way (get off at the Most SNP stop in the centre of
Bratislava), online or on the bus. https://www.flixbus.co.uk
TAXI
Delegates arriving at Vienna Airport can find taxi services. Information about taxi services and providers
18

are in the Arrival Hall (Price app. EUR 50-60). http://www.viennaairport.com
Sheraton Bratislava Hotel and Austria Trend Hotel Bratislava provide a shuttle service from the Vienna airport to Bratislava: Delegates
can contact both hotels directly (Price: EUR 65).

PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND TAXI FROM BRATISLAVA AIRPORT
SHUTTLE
Info panels are located in front of the Arrival terminal.
TAXI
Taxi stands are located in front of the Arrival terminal (Price app. EUR 25-30).
Sheraton Bratislava Hotel and Austria Trend Hotel Bratislava provide transfer from the airport – Price EUR 26.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN BRATISLAVA
TO SHERATON BRATISLAVA HOTEL
From the Main Bus Station (Mlynské Nivy):
Trolleybus N° 210 (towards Nove SND), get off at the Slovak National Theatre – New Building (Nove SND,
terminal stop). Duration of the journey: 4 min.
Sheraton Hotel is located next to the Theatre Building and EUROVEA Shopping Centre.
With Blaguss/Flixbuss or Regiojet:
Get off at the MOST SNP stop, Tram N° 4 (towards Zlate piesky) or tram N° 6 (towards Safarikovo namestie),
get off at the next stop - Šafárikovo námestie. When you get off, cross the intersection on the left and continue
on foot alongside the EUROVEA Shopping Centre (app. 5 min).
TO AUSTRIA TREND HOTEL BRATISLAVA
From Main Bus Station (Mlynské Nivy):
Trolleybus N° 212 (towards Železna studienka), get off at Hodžovo námestie; (Hodžovo Square; the hotel is
across the street). Duration of the journey: 8 min.
From the Main Railway Station:
Bus N° 93, get off at Hodžovo namestie (2nd stop, duration about 4 minutes). Austria Trend Hotel is across the
street.
FROM AUSTRIA TREND HOTEL BRATISLAVA TO SHERATON BRATISLAVA HOTEL
The distance between the hotels is approx. 1.5 km (20 minutes on foot).
Tram N° 1 (towards Jungmannova) at Poštová-Martinus stop (2 min on foot from Austria Trend Hotel), get off at
Šafárikovo námestie (Šafárik Square). Duration of the journey: 4 min.
When you get off, cross the intersection on the left and continue on foot along the EUROVEA Shopping Centre
(app. 5 min).
Tickets are available in the yellow ticket machines or kiosks at the public transport stops.
Ticket types and prices (one way):
EUR 0.70 (valid for 15 minutes)
EUR 0.90 (valid for 30 minutes)
EUR 1.20 (valid for 60 minutes, transfer ticket)
SMS ticket:
EUR 1.00 (valid for 40 minutes) - send a blank SMS (or any character) to 1140
EUR 1.30 (valid for 70 minutes) - send a blank SMS (or any character) to 1100
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT: HTTPS://WWW.VISITBRATISLAVA.COM
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